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ABSTRACT

A real-time performance monitoring system for monitoring an electric power grid. The electric power grid has a plurality of grid portions, each grid portion corresponding to one of a plurality of control areas. The real-time performance monitoring system includes a monitor computer for monitoring at least one of reliability metrics, generation metrics, transmission metrics, suppliers metrics, grid infrastructure security metrics, and markets metrics for the electric power grid. The data for metrics being monitored by the monitor computer are stored in a data base, and a visualization of the metrics is displayed on at least one display computer having a monitor. The at least one display computer in one said control area enables an operator to monitor the grid portion corresponding to a different said control area.
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CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS


STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY SPONSORED RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT

[0002] This invention was made partially with government support under Department of Energy Contract # DE-AC03-76SF00098, Subcontract #H508899. The Government has certain rights in this invention.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0003] The present invention relates generally to a monitoring and management platform, and more particularly to a real-time performance monitoring and prediction system that has wide applicability to various industries and processes.

BACKGROUND

[0004] In various industries, the ability to monitor, track, predict and/or act in real-time is desirable. These industries include electric power, gas pipeline, water systems, transportation, chemicals and processes, infrastructure protection, security monitoring and others.

[0005] By way of example, in the electric power industry, power is typically supplied to customers in a four stage process of generation, transmission, distribution and end use. FIG. 1A illustrates a typical process of generation, transmission and distribution of electricity. As illustrated in FIG. 1A, the electricity is generated competitively by a number of power plants. The electricity is then transmitted through a number of transmission lines that are regulated by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). These transmission lines, which may be located in different states, are typically owned by the utility or transmission companies, and controlled by regional Independent System Operators (ISOs), Regional Transmission Organizations (RTOs) or utility companies that may be private or public. The generation and transmission of electricity are usually managed by regional entities that monitor the grid operations, market operations, security and other aspects of the electric power system.

[0006] The transmitted electricity is typically distributed through state or locally regulated distribution companies. The transmission and distribution systems utilize a number of devices for management and control of the electric system, including dynamic voltage support, remedial action schemes, capacitors, storage and flow control devices. The electricity is distributed to the customers as the end users, or consumers of electricity. Some of the customers may also have micro-grids of their own. The demand placed by these customers also needs to be managed.

[0007] Due to the enormous task at hand, there are a number of organizations responsible for overseeing these power generation, transmission and distribution activities. For example, there are over 3,000 utilities, thousands of generators, 22 Reliability Coordinators, and 153 Control Areas (CAs) in the United States for monitoring and control of generation, transmission and distribution of electricity. While all these different entities at various different levels are involved in generation, transmission and distribution of electricity as well as monitoring and control in a power grid, there is no single integrated system that can be used to monitor and manage the electric power grid in real-time across all of the different elements of the power system. For example, there is no information management system for the power grid, which is integrated across multiple business systems, companies and Control Areas to manage the security, timeliness, accuracy or accessibility of information for grid operations, reliability, market operations and system security. Analogous issues may be apparent in other industries.

SUMMARY

[0008] In an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention, a real-time performance monitoring, management and prediction platform is provided. Systems based on the platform may be used to manage processes in various industries, based on current monitoring tools as well as tools that are under development, for example, in smart, switchable networks. Systems based on the platform preferably include visualization features that enable managers and operators in various industries to: measure key system operating and market metrics; monitor and graphically represent system performance, including proximity to potential system faults; track, identify and save data on abnormal operating patterns; and predict system response in near real-time by means of simulations and predictive analysis.

[0009] In one exemplary application of the present invention, a power grid monitoring and management system is provided. The power grid monitoring and management system includes a technology platform for real-time performance monitoring application for the electric power grid. The power grid monitoring and management system in one exemplary embodiment may also be referred to as a Grid Real-Time Performance Monitoring and Prediction Platform (Grip-3P). The Grid-3P platform is designed to enable monitoring of a range of electric grid parameters, including metrics for reliability, markets, generation, transmission, operation, and security. The visualization features enable display of information geographically and graphically; in real time; and enables operators to define display levels—local or wide area, control area, interconnection or other user defined manner. This technology is being used to develop and implement real-time performance monitoring applications at Reliability Coordinator and Independent System Operator (ISO) locations, including the following applications: Area Control Error (ACE)-Frequency Real-Time Monitoring System; Control Area and Supplier's Performance for Automatic Generation Control and Frequency Response Services System; VAR-Voltage Management and
Monitoring System; and Monitoring Applications based on Synchronized Phasor Measurements.  

[0010] Examples of electric grid system components and metrics that could be monitored include electric interconnections, generators, voltage levels, frequency, market prices, congestion, market power metrics, demand forecasts, and other system components and metrics.  

[0011] Another feature of the Grid-3P platform is the concept of multi-panel displays that allow: real-time monitoring of key metrics; display of history and performance tracking of key metrics; performing sensitivity evaluations and assessments of key metrics under alternative scenarios, and developing predictions or near term forecasts of performance, and initiating actions, such as providing e-mail notification for alerting operators about abnormal conditions and the need to take action.  

[0012] The power grid monitoring and management system may operate in a web environment, client-server, dedicated server, and/or secure proprietory network. In addition, the power grid monitoring and management system may allow interactive historical data collection and to present the collected data in tabular and/or specialized data-visuals. Further, the power grid monitoring and management system may be used to create interactive data reports from grid performance historical data saved in data-servers.  

[0013] In an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention, a real-time performance monitoring system monitors an electric power grid having a plurality of grid portions, each said grid portion corresponding to one of a plurality of control areas. A monitor computer monitors at least one of reliability metrics, generation metrics, transmission metrics, suppliers metrics, grid infrastructure security metrics, and markets metrics for the electric power grid. A database stores the metrics being monitored by the monitor computer, and at least one display computer has a monitor for displaying a visualization of the metrics being monitored by the monitor computer. Said at least one display computer in one said control area enables an operator to monitor a said grid portion corresponding to a different said control area.  

[0014] In another exemplary embodiment according to the present invention, a method of monitoring a performance of an electric power grid in substantially real-time is provided. The electric power grid has a plurality of grid portions, each said grid portion corresponding to one of a plurality of control areas. A monitor computer is used to monitor at least one of reliability metrics, generation metrics, transmission metrics, suppliers metrics, grid infrastructure security metrics, and markets metrics for the electric power grid. The metrics being monitored by the monitor computer is stored in a database, and a visualization of the metrics being monitored by the monitor computer is displayed on a monitor of at least one display computer. Said at least one display computer in one said control area enables an operator to monitor a said grid portion corresponding to a different said control area.  

[0015] These and other aspects of the invention will be more readily comprehended in view of the discussion herein and accompanying drawings, in which like reference numerals designate like elements.  

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS  

[0016] FIG. 1A illustrates a typical process of generation, transmission and distribution of electricity;  

[0017] FIG. 1B illustrates a process of generation, transmission and distribution of electricity, and a set of exemplary information management requirements according to the present invention;  

[0018] FIG. 2A is a block diagram that illustrates an exemplary performance management strategy according to the present invention;  

[0019] FIG. 2B illustrates a process of controlling generation, transmission and distribution of electricity with an integration of real wide area monitoring for reliability management;  

[0020] FIG. 2C illustrates an infrastructure for a wide area reliability monitoring center (WARMC) of FIG. 2B;  

[0021] FIG. 3 is a block diagram that illustrates an exemplary performance management process according to the present invention;  

[0022] FIG. 4 is a block diagram that illustrates an exemplary multi-layered platform for performance monitoring and management according to the present invention;  

[0023] FIG. 5 is a block diagram that illustrates the integration into power generation, transmission and distribution of the power grid monitoring and management system in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention;  

[0024] FIG. 6 illustrates a power grid monitoring and management system of FIG. 5 and includes the major reliability applications for real-time reliability monitoring for NERC Reliability Coordinators and Control Area Dispatchers;  

[0025] FIG. 7 illustrates an application of the power grid monitoring and management system to monitor markets, operations, security, and other functions;  

[0026] FIG. 8 illustrates an application of the power grid monitoring and management system in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention;  

[0027] FIG. 9 is a local area network (LAN) based hardware and software architecture the power grid monitoring and management system in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention;  

[0028] FIG. 10 is a web-based hardware and software architecture for the power grid monitoring and management system in another exemplary embodiment according to the present invention;  

[0029] FIG. 11 illustrates the architecture of an ACE-Frequency real-time monitoring application using the power grid monitoring and management system in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention;  

[0030] FIG. 12 illustrates five major functional components of the NERC ACE-Frequency real-time monitoring system in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention;  

[0031] FIG. 13 illustrates reliability functional levels and visualization hierarchy in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention;  

[0032] FIG. 14 illustrates an integrated visualization model in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention;  

[0033] FIG. 15 illustrates an ACE-Frequency real-time monitoring architecture of the power grid monitoring and management system in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention;  

[0034] FIG. 16 is a screen shot that illustrates a multiple view architecture of a display of the power grid monitoring.
and management system in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention;

[0035] FIG. 17 is a screen shot of a Cave diagram that represents a Frequency/ACE diagram in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention;

[0036] FIG. 18 is a screen shot of a default display for a Reliability Authority in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention;

[0037] FIG. 19 is a screen shot of an Interconnect-Epsilon map in a three-panel display in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention;

[0038] FIG. 20 is a screen shot of a local view for a Control Area map in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention;

[0039] FIG. 21 is a screen shot of a current Control Area map for a selected Control Area in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention;

[0040] FIG. 22 is a screen shot of a CPS map in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention;

[0041] FIG. 23 is a screen shot of a three-panel view in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention;

[0042] FIG. 24 is a screen shot of a data collection tool in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention;

[0043] FIG. 25 is a screen shot of charts generated using the data collected using the data collection tool of FIG. 24;

[0044] FIG. 26 illustrates utilization of NERC ACE-Frequency monitoring in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention;

[0045] FIG. 27 illustrates a screen shot of a supplier-Control Area performance for AGC and frequency response application in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention;

[0046] FIG. 28 illustrates a market monitoring system in the power grid monitoring and management system in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention;

[0047] FIG. 29 illustrates a screen shot of a market monitoring application in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention;

[0048] FIG. 30 illustrates a security center monitoring system in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention;

[0049] FIG. 31 illustrates a screen shot of a real-time security monitoring application of the power grid monitoring and management system in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention;

[0050] FIG. 32 is a block diagram of a NERC reliability functional model in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention;

[0051] FIG. 33 illustrates a Control Area and suppliers performance monitoring and prediction platform for AGC, FRR and regulation A.S. in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention;

[0052] FIG. 34 is a screen shot of a panel view for control area and suppliers performance for AGC, FRR and A.S. in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention;

[0053] FIG. 35 is a screen shot of a panel view for Control Area and generator response to AGC in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention;

[0054] FIG. 36 is a screen shot for a panel view for Control Area and generators response to frequency response in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention;

[0055] FIG. 37 is a screen shot for a panel view for Control Area and generators response to regulation A.S. in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention; and

[0056] FIG. 38 is a screen shot of a common view for performance of AGC, FRR and X-minutes ancillary services regulation (default 10 minutes) in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0057] Referring to FIG. 1B, a set of exemplary information management requirements for the present invention may include: integration across multiple business system, companies and CAs; and information security, timeliness, accuracy, and accessibility.

[0058] Referring to FIG. 2A, an exemplary performance management strategy according to the present invention contemplates identification of key metrics 1, monitoring 2, analysis 3 and assessment 4. Utilizing the platform and system described herein, the strategy may be beneficially employed for a wide variety of industries and processes, including without limitation, electric power, gas pipeline, water systems, transportation, chemicals and processes, infrastructure protection, security monitoring and others.

[0059] According to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention, a wide area reliability monitoring center (WARMC) provides a visibility to system conditions across control area boundaries, improves reliability management capability, and/or prevents future blackouts. The WARMC provides Reliability Coordinator and Control Area operators with a wide area perspective of grid operations real-time, beyond its immediate area of responsibility. The WARMC may additionally have other functions and applications including new functions and applications to be developed, and may serve as a center that supports grid reliability for an entire Interconnection (e.g., Eastern Interconnection (EI)), for example.

[0060] In recent years, the functional disaggregation of electric utilities has resulted in gaps in the overall grid reliability management in terms of who (Control Areas, Reliability Coordinators, ISO/RTOs) has visibility of key system parameters with apparently no one having the full picture. By way of example, blackouts, such as the Aug. 14, 2003 blackout in the United States and Canada, may have been caused by a lack of situational awareness caused by inadequate reliability tools and backup capabilities. Further, deficiencies in control area and reliability coordinator capabilities to perform assigned reliability functions may also have led to blackouts.

[0061] During the blackouts, the operators may have been unaware of the vulnerability of the system to the next contingency. The reasons for this may include one or more of inaccurate modeling for simulation, no visibility of the loss of key transmission elements, no operator monitoring of stability measures (e.g., reactive reserve margin, power transfer angle), and no reassessment of system conditions following the loss of an element and readjustment of safe limits. The wide area real time monitoring for reliability management of the present invention is adapted to the changing industry structure and helps to reduce or prevent blackouts.

[0062] The wide area reliability monitoring functions of the present invention may be integrated with existing operations and provide system operators and Reliability Coordi-
nators with tools for monitoring not only their own Control Areas but also adjacent Control Areas and the Interconnection. The integration of the real time wide area monitoring for reliability management with existing control, communications, and monitoring infrastructure is shown in FIG. 2B, for example.

As shown in FIG. 2B, operators currently have access to databases or platforms and perform control and monitoring functions at three levels: 1) Level 1—local power plant controls using plant data to control local generation of power; 2) Level 2—SCADA (regional control center) using generation, transmission and substations data to control regional and local substations, which involves controlling local load-generation balance-AGC and local grid switching in real-time; and 3) Level 3—EMS for Control Area operations including use of state estimation, grid security analysis and security constrained dispatch, using grid voltage and interconnection frequency—ACE data.

The WARMC according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention introduces a new Level 4, which utilizes existing SCADA data as well as time synchronized data from phasors or other sources and/or other new data sources for wide area monitoring. As shown in FIG. 2B, the WARMC provides one or more of the following applications: 1) Wide-Area Load-Generation Balance—ACE—Frequency real-time monitoring; 2) Wide-Area Grid Dynamics and Reliability monitoring—RTIDS; 3) real time operations management information; and 4) state estimation using phasors. The WARMC may have one or more of other monitoring, management information reporting, state estimation, and controls applications.

The WARMC provides a wide area monitoring and reliability management capability that extends across control area boundaries. The WARMC may include one or more of monitoring applications, connectivity with other Interconnection entities, improved phasor and PDC hardware, and secure and redundant communication networks for data exchange. The WARMC may enable RTOs, Independent Transmission Owners (TOs), North American Electrical Reliability Council (NERC), other Interconnection stake holders, and/or the like to monitor key reliability metrics impacting their respective areas and provide the capability to monitor and manage an entire Interconnection grid (e.g., Eastern Interconnection grid).

By way of example, the WARMC may provide one or more of the following functions or capabilities: 1) wide area system visibility; 2) data connectivity to key RTOs and reliability management organizations; 3) time synchronized data in real time; 4) monitoring of key grid reliability metrics for an Interconnection (e.g., Eastern Interconnection); 5) real time performance monitoring and reporting; 6) enhanced state estimation; 7) fast simulation and modeling; and 7) smart grid with automated controls.

The WARMC may be fully automated, such that it will compile critical high speed data, process it, provide Interconnection (e.g., EI) reliability authorities with reliability information on the health of the Interconnection and, as required, may enable/disable remedial actions schemes (RAS) and may re-configure the grid. The WARMC may be linked through secure, reliable and redundant communications to key RTOs, transmission owners, utilities, and control area operators. The conceptual framework for an WARMC infrastructure is shown in FIG. 2C. As can be seen in FIG. 2C, the WARMC 2 is coupled via a wide area network to a number of RTOs 1-n, one or more super computers and a number of TOs 1-n.

The WARMC should have access to critical real-time and historical operating data from all regions of an Interconnection (e.g., EI) to perform one or more of real time monitoring, post disturbance assessments, analyses for future enhancements and modeling to support a smart grid with automatic controls.

By way of example, the WARMC may have the necessary infrastructure, support systems and data to provide meaningful information for TOs, RTOs, and Reliability Coordinators to effectively perform one or more of the following: 1) validate the next-days operating plan and ensure the bulk power system can be operated reliably in anticipated normal and contingency conditions; 2) perform wide area monitoring, tracking and management of real-time grid operations; 3) anticipate and respond to changing conditions and flows; and 4) simulate “what if” scenarios.

The WARMC may also have capabilities to perform post disturbance assessment functions including one or more of: 1) evaluating compliance with NERC/Reliability Regional Standards; 2) Providing feedback to the planning (day-ahead) process; and 3) validating model representation of expected grid performance. The WARMC may also define enhancements to the grid by, for example, assessing constraints, bottlenecks and vulnerabilities that will have a negative impact on grid reliability.

Referring now to FIG. 3, the identification and use of key metrics 1 involves the evaluation and development of standards that may be quantified and measured. Metrics exist for a particular industry and different areas of a particular industry. For example, there may be metrics relating to reliability and others relating to markets, in which the metrics for each subcategory may overlap. Monitoring 2 contemplates the use of tools, whether they exist now or become available in the future, for tracking actual performance in real-time with a goal, among others, of looking for early warning signs. Analysis 3 contemplates converting archived monitoring information into meaningful information. Such data includes without limitation, risk analysis, grid data, depending on the particular industry or process being monitored, market data, historical data, and key reliability indicators. Assessment 4 contemplates the determination of impacts on reliability, markets, efficiency and asset utilization. Examples, which may change depending on the particular industry or process being assessed, include risk assessment, grid reliability and market efficiency. The desired assessment may modify the parameters or metrics that are monitored to achieve the desired results.

In one exemplary application of the present invention, the Grid-3P system, based upon a real-time performance and prediction platform for power grid monitoring and management, includes monitoring of generation/demand, grid data and markets as more particularly set forth herein. By way of example, the WARMC discussed above may be based on the Grid-3P system.

The reliability applications may include one or more of real-time monitoring of voltage/volt-ampere reactive (VAR), Area Control Error (ACE)/Frequency, Area Interchange Error (AIE)/Schedules, and/or other grid attributes and performance metrics. The generation applications may include suppliers and Control Area responses to Automatic Generation Control (AGC), frequency response and
ancillary services, ramping response, and/or other metrics. The grid infrastructure security application may include one or more of system vulnerability, exposure (in terms of population, cities, etc.) and/or other metrics. Market applications may include one or more of generation market power, price spikes and/or other metrics.

In another exemplary embodiment according to the present invention, the power grid monitoring and management system enables one or more of real-time monitoring, historical tracking, prediction (near real-time forecasting up to 6-hours or what if sensitivity analysis), and actions (notification, system re-dispatch, mitigation measures, etc.) In other embodiments, the forecasting may be performed for more than six (6) hours.

In still another exemplary embodiment according to the present invention, the power grid monitoring and management system provides displays that utilize data and information that are user-defined and may or may not be algorithmically correlated with other displays.

In a further exemplary embodiment according to the present invention, data monitoring may be in real-time or near real-time for monitoring purposes. For example, real-time may be 1-4 seconds snapshot or up to 5 to 10 minute snap shots.

In yet further exemplary embodiment according to the present invention, the power grid monitoring and management system may be utilized to create a standalone monitoring system or be integrated with Security Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA), Energy Management System (EMS), PMUs-PDC's (phasor measurement units-phasor data concentrators) or other control power systems. The SCADA is a system of remote control and telemetry used to monitor and control transmission systems. In other words, the power grid monitoring and management system utilizes data from or is integrated with at least one of SCADA, EMS, PMUs-PDC's and another control power system.

In a still further exemplary embodiment according to the present invention, the power grid monitoring and management system may be used with standard monitoring and control applications and/or end-user defined customer applications.

Referring to FIG. 4, the platform incorporates a multi-layered approach to performance monitoring and management. Layer 1 (5), the data layer, incorporates conventional relational databases with time series capability (for real-time monitoring and synchronization), a data archival system and/or information management with data mining capabilities. Further, layer 1 includes web-based data communications, COM+ databases and data conversion APIs. One purpose of Layer 1 is to read data from conventional databases that gather the data in real-time, and to communicate the data in real-time.

Layer 2 (6), which uses analytical algorithms for massaging the data accumulated in the databases of layer 1, includes two sublayers (6a and 6b), one focusing on optimization, forecasting, statistics and probabilistic technologies, and other on real-time performance monitoring. Within layer 2a (6a), the platform includes tools and algorithms for linear and non-linear optimizing, self-organizes maps and generic algorithms, forecasting, probabilistic analysis and risk assessment, multivariate statistical assessment, performance metrics definition and assessment, and other analytical technologies that may become available. Within layer 2b (6b), the system includes real-time AC/DC-frequency monitoring, real-time suppliers control area performance for AGC and FR, voltage VAR management, dynamics monitoring using phasor measurements and other applications that may become available.

Dynamic monitoring using phasor analysis is particularly important in systems where monitoring data at subtransient levels may be useful. By way of example, existing power systems have dynamic behavior on the order of milliseconds. Traditional sampling, however, occurred at 4 second intervals. New monitoring techniques enable sampling up to 20-30 times per seconds or more. The present system, using dynamic phasor analysis, is capable of analyzing data gathered at subtransient intervals, synchronizing the data to other system parameters based on the time series capability of layer 1, and presenting the data for visualization in an organized and logical manner in layer 3.

Deployment of phasor technology over wide areas is useful for supporting reliable region-wide and inter-regional transfers of electricity without facing transient reliability conditions. An objective of real time dynamics performance monitoring using phasors is to provide grid operators with phasor data in real-time so that they can obtain a more accurate picture of the actual health of the grid. The information allows them to verify that they are operating within the transient boundaries of safe operation, as determined by off-line planning studies, as well as whether the operating guidelines provided by these guidelines remains valid. Such real-time data provided by phasor or other real time monitoring technologies also supports creation of an automatic, switchable grid that can sense and respond automatically to warning signs of grid emergencies.

Layer 3 (7) uses a novel visualization system that includes a multi-layer view for geographic, wide and local areas. Such a system that allows local or wide area visualization provides significant benefits for understanding the effect of national or neighboring areas on local areas or interest, such as local utilities. In yet another exemplary embodiment according to the present invention, the power grid monitoring and management system is flexible to include one or more dynamic geographic displays and several data or text panels in one or more windows for monitoring, tracking, prediction, and actions or mitigations. Further, by synchronizing data from various sources and presenting it as such, the system enables the user to visualize a wide array of phenomena that may have an impact at a given time on the area or process of interest. The system further provides auto-onlines for tracing the path of electricity, water or other resources through the system. These diagrams allow the user to visualize potential sources of faults or other aspects of the system that may lead to system faults, and to take appropriate action prior to such a fault.

In an exemplary application of the present invention, new methods, tools and technologies are provided to protect and enhance the reliability of the U.S. electric power system by providing a real-time performance monitoring platform. The power grid monitoring and management system of the present invention, for example, includes a platform for performing real-time monitoring of frequency of electricity, customer usage ("load") and/or the amount of power being generated ("generation"). What may also be monitored is the difference between load and generation, and its effect on the frequency of the system.

In the exemplary embodiment, the system includes a series of modular, but integrated, computer-based, real-
time data-to-information engines and graphic-geographic visualization tools that have served as a platform to develop reliability applications to assist operating authorities, business entities or companies, e.g., Independent System Operators (ISOs), Regional Transmission Organizations (RTOs), Reliability Coordinators and Control Area Dispatchers in their management of grid reliability, which may use different business systems. For North American Electric Reliability Council (NERC), these applications include the ACE-Frequency and AIE real-time monitoring systems.

The ACE may be defined as an instantaneous difference between net actual and scheduled interchange (i.e., energy transfers that cross control area boundaries), taking into account the effects of frequency bias including a correction for meter error. An AIE survey may be used to determine the Control Areas’ interchange error(s) due to equipment failures or improper scheduling operations or improper AGC performance, where AGC may refer to equipment that automatically adjusts a Control Area’s generation from a central location to maintain its interchange schedule plus frequency bias. The ACE and AIE monitoring systems together may be referred to as a Compliance Monitoring System (CMS). The CMS may also include one or more other components.

The ACE-Frequency and AIE real-time monitoring system applications enable NERC Reliability Coordinators to monitor ACE-Frequency performance and compliance with performance operational guides within their jurisdictions, and also allow NERC staff and subcommittees to analyze and assess control data to improve reliability tracking and performance. The ACE-Frequency real-time monitoring system, for example, translates raw operational control data into meaningful operations performance information for end users. Should an abnormal interconnection frequency occur, a real-time interconnection abnormal frequency notification (AFN) may be automatically issued via e-mail and/or keepers describing the date, time and magnitude of the frequency abnormality to specific operational authorities, NERC Resource Subcommittee members and NERC Staff.

The notification recipients using the ACE-Frequency monitoring system functionality can quickly assess the abnormality’s root cause by drilling down from wide-area to local-area visualization displays that include appropriate information and analysis graphs to easily identify and assess those Control Area(s) out of compliance and potential originators of the notified interconnection frequency abnormality. A Control Area may be defined as an electrical system bounded by interconnection (tie-line) metering and telemetry, The Control Area controls generation directly to maintain its interchange schedule with other Control Areas and contributes to frequency regulation of the Interconnection. Interconnection may refer to any one of the bulk electric system networks in North America; Eastern, Western and ERCOT, and may also refer to Quebec electric system network. When not capitalized, it may also refer to facilities that connect two systems or Control Areas.

FIG. 5 is a block diagram that illustrates the integration into power generation, transmission and distribution of the power grid monitoring and management system in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention. The top part of FIG. 5 illustrates that the current business model is segmented into generation, transmission, distribution, markets and security. It can be seen here that the vertically integrated business model historically used by utilities has evolved to a segmented market dispersed among separate entities.

The power grid monitoring and management system has been developed to serve as the base for the development of reliability applications for real-time monitoring, tracking and prediction for the reliability performance of Control Areas, generation, grid, markets, and security. Control Area’s ACE, Interconnection’s frequency and interchange data on top of the power grid monitoring and management system provide a common tool to be utilized by NERC Reliability Coordinators, Control Area Dispatchers, and Transmission Dispatchers. The bottom of FIG. 2 also shows that reliability applications developed using the power grid monitoring and management system may serve as complement for traditional SCADA/EMS systems and for the periodic reporting requested by NERC for post performance.

As can be seen in FIG. 5, various different data are provided by generation 10, utilities 20 (transmission 12 and substations 14), market 16 and security 18. These data, such as generation data, grid data, market data and performance data are provided to one or many various different organizations 22 such as, for example, ISOs, RTOs, transmission companies, Control Areas and the like.

One or more of these organizations perform real-time operations 24 such as scheduling, dispatching, system security, ancillary services and the like. Also, one or more of these organizations perform assessment and reporting 26 such as reports to reliability authorities such as ISOs, RTOs, FERC/PUCs and NERC.

As illustrated in FIG. 5, the power grid monitoring and management system in the described exemplary embodiment provides an infrastructure for integrating the monitoring and control of real-time operations, assessment and reporting provided by various different entities using data provided by still other various different organizations.

FIG. 6, for example, shows an expansion of the power grid monitoring and management system 28 from FIG. 2 and includes the major reliability applications for real-time reliability monitoring for NERC Reliability Coordinators and Control Area Dispatchers. The top part FIG. 3 shows the applications target for Reliability Coordinators, ACE-frequency, AIE and control performance standards (CPS). The bottom part of FIG. 6 shows the applications target to Control Area Dispatchers, performance compliance of Control Areas, suppliers to AGC, FRR and ancillary services markets.

As can be seen in box 30, NERC Reliability Coordinators monitor several requirements, including ACE-Frequency, to maintain and enhance the reliability of their jurisdictions. The ACE-Frequency Monitoring System, shown in the upper applications box (Reliability Region Performance Monitoring Platform) 34, provides applications for each Coordinator within each of their Reliability Regions. Reliability Coordinators utilize those applications to monitor performance and compliance within their Regions and notify the appropriate Control Area Dispatchers as abnormalities occur. Control Area Dispatchers pinpoint problem sources by monitoring the response performance of their Control Area and suppliers to AGC monitoring system, frequency response resources and ancillary services.

For example, in one exemplary embodiment, the power grid monitoring and management system may be
described in reference to performance monitoring, tracking and short term prediction of California Independent System Operator (CAISO) Control Area and suppliers response to AGC, frequency response reserves (FRR) and ancillary services application as shown in box 36 (Control Area Performance Monitoring Platform) to support Control Area Dispatchers Monitoring Requirements (32). This application represents further progress towards grid reliability technologies and management tools that present real-time performance, tracking and predictive information across several spheres of grid operating and reliability concerns.

[0097] FIG. 7 illustrates an application of the power grid monitoring and management system 40 in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention. The power grid monitoring and management system includes a platform to support RTO functions (42) such as markets, operations, security and reliability monitoring.

[0098] FIG. 8 illustrates functions of the power grid monitoring and management system 50 in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention. The power grid monitoring and management system 50 includes a platform for performing one or more of real-time performance monitoring 52, historical performance tracking 54, sensitivities and short term prediction 56, and action & simulations for reliability and markets 58.

[0099] As part of the real-time performance monitoring 52, the power grid monitoring and management system may monitor one or more of voltage/VAR, ACE, Frequency, transmission congestion, generator performance for AGC and frequency response and market prices/spikes.

[0100] For historical performance tracking 54, the power grid monitoring and management system may track one or more of Interconnection, Generator, Region/Zone/Substation as well as market.

[0101] As part of sensitivities and short term prediction 56, the power grid monitoring and management system may predict/handle one or more of system demand, generator response, voltage sensitivities, distance from collapse and short term predictions.

[0102] The actions and simulations 58 performed by the power grid monitoring and management system may include one or more of notifications, reserves & ancillary services, capacitor dispatch, generation re-dispatch, VAR management and automatic mitigation.

[0103] FIG. 9 is a local area network (LAN) 100 based hardware and software architecture for the power grid monitoring and management system in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention. The architecture includes a number of clients 114, 124 that interface with a server 110 over the LAN 100. The server and clients, for example, may be COM+ server and clients, and the communications may take place using XML language.

[0104] Each client 114, 124 interfaces with the power grid monitoring and management system client 116 and 126, respectively. The display of the power grid monitoring and management system 118 and 128 are used to provide visual indication of monitoring and tracking to the user.

[0105] The server 110 is coupled to a power grid monitoring and management system database 104, for example, over an OLEDB connection. The server 110 is also connected to a power grid monitoring and management system application server 102 and a client 108. The communication between the server 110 and the client 108, for example, is performed using XML language. Further, the client 108 communicates with one or more monitoring applications 106 using the XML language. The one or more monitoring applications 106 also interface with the power grid monitoring and management system application server 102. The monitoring applications are connected over OLEDB connection and/or other data base connections to customer proprietary databases or data platforms 112. The customer proprietary database or data platform 112 may include one or more of SCADA (Supervisory Content and Data Acquisition) database, market database, PFI database and Phasor Data database. The LAN-based architecture may have different configurations in other embodiments.

[0106] FIG. 10 is a web-based hardware and software architecture for the power grid monitoring and management system in another exemplary embodiment according to the present invention. On the power grid monitoring and management system application server side, the configuration is identical to that of the LAN-based hardware and software architecture. The server 110, however, communicates with another client (which may be a COM+ client 142 using the XML language. The client 142 is coupled with an Internet Information Server (IIS) 140. A power grid monitoring and management system web server 144 also communicates with the client 142 and the IIS 140. The IIS 140 communicates over the Internet 150 using XML Language and Simple Object Application Protocol (SOAP) protocol with the visualization programs 152 and 156, respectively, for visual communication with users on web clients 154 and 158, respectively. The web-based architecture may also have different configurations in other embodiments.

[0107] For example, in both the architectures of FIGS. 9 and 10, only two clients are shown on the client side. In practice, however, there may be more than two clients. Further, the power grid monitoring and management system application server 102 may be coupled to both the LAN-based clients and web-based clients over the LAN and the Internet, respectively. Further, the Internet may be replaced or complemented by an Intranet or any other similar proprietary or non-proprietary networks.

[0108] FIG. 11 illustrates the architecture of an ACE-Frequency real-time monitoring application 160 using the power grid monitoring and management system in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention. The ACE-Frequency monitoring system receives ACE and frequency data from the nation’s Control Areas (Data Collection 162), calculates performance parameters (e.g., reliability compliance parameters 170) for each reliability jurisdiction and compares those performance parameters to NERC reliability compliance guidelines (Standards & Algorithms 166). The results of these comparisons are then displayed graphically and (Visualization 164) on a geographical map (Geography 168) for use by each of the Reliability Organization from each of the layers, depicted in the lower, right pyramid 172. The tiers of the pyramid comprise the control areas, reliability coordinators, reliability transmission organizations, reliability regions, and Interconnections.

[0109] FIG. 12 illustrates five major functional components of the NERC ACE-Frequency real-time monitoring system 180 in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention: Local Monitoring 182, Global Monitoring 184, Abnormal Frequency Notification (AFN) 186, Interactive Data Collection (IDC) 188 and Unavailable Data
Reporting (UDR) 190. Following are description of each one of the major functional components.

[0110] The first is the Local Monitoring Geographic-Graphic Visualization 182. In the described exemplary embodiment, most of the ACE-Frequency visualization is geographic-graphic oriented and covers different time windows from current time to 30-days. The local-visualization option covers from current time to 1-hour, and it offers to end users three different views of Control Area ACE and Interconnection frequency data displayable in the three-panel window visualization.

[0111] The second is the Global Monitoring Geographic-Graphic Visualization 184. In the described exemplary embodiment, this option uses the Epsilon performance parameter as an indicator of the frequency performance for each of the interconnections. For example, it shows the performance parameter for two time windows, 6-hours and 30-days. It also uses a power grid monitoring and management system three-panel window visualization as will be described below.

[0112] The third is the AFN 186. The real-time AFN is a real-time monitoring component of the ACE-Frequency Monitoring System. The AFN is designed for real-time monitoring of abnormal interconnection frequencies, and to automatically issue e-mails to specific NERC.

[0113] Resources Subcommittee members and NERC stuff when predefined abnormal frequency performance criteria are met. E-mail recipients may, for example, use the ACE-Frequency monitoring system capabilities to assess root causes of the abnormal frequencies when notified. The input data to the AFN may be provided by Control Areas to NERC over a secure connection using NERCnet, XML, and/or SOAP technologies.

[0114] The fourth is the IDC function 188. Via the IDC functionality, NERC subcommittees, NERC staff, and operating engineers can interactively define the historical window of time and the specific control-performance parameter they need to analyze and assess frequent disturbances. Once data is collected from the NERC data server, the users can use equivalent reliability coordinator visualization and/or save the data in comma-delimited files.

[0115] The fifth is the DRG function. The DRG offers the capability to interactively identify and report Control Area data transfer performance. Users can select hourly, daily, weekly, and/or monthly reports and select the specific data they want to assess for availability.

[0116] It has been demonstrated by Control Area Dispatchers that the more effective operational displays are those that follow a hierarchical approach to present operational data for current time and other key windows of time. The power grid monitoring and management system visualization model in an exemplary embodiment of the present invention encompasses displays at high and low levels to meet the varying needs of different reliability application users. Thus, in the described exemplary embodiment, monitoring applications are developed for wide-area and local area users using the power grid monitoring and management system.

[0117] FIG. 13 illustrates reliability functional levels and visualization hierarchy in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention, and FIG. 14 illustrates an integrated visualization model in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention. 

[0118] The hierarchal structure in FIG. 13 shows that it is desirable for the Reliability Coordinators to have a wide-area view of their jurisdictions for reliability compliance monitoring 192. Also, it is desirable for the ISOs and RTOs to have the ability to assess performance and trends (194) of their Control Areas. In turn, it is desirable for Control Areas to have local area information 196 to pinpoint specific suppliers reliability performance issues. The ACE-Frequency tool allows Reliability Coordinators to monitor ACE-Frequency performance and compliance for each of their jurisdiction using wide-control-area geographic visualization.

[0119] For the definition and design of the ACE-Frequency geographic-geographic visuals for each of the visualization layers shown in FIG. 13, the data collection 200, computational and display (or visualization) models 202, 204 from the power grid monitoring and management system shown in the first three vertical segments on FIG. 14 may be used. For the NERC ACE-Frequency real-time monitoring system, about 123 Control Areas transmit ACE and frequency data to a data server located at NERC (data collection).

[0120] The data is processed and performance parameters are calculated in the computational engines (computational model) of the power grid monitoring and management system. The design and deployment of each of the displays follows the three steps (i.e., human factors, user interaction and composition) illustrated in the display model section 204 on FIG. 14.

[0121] FIG. 15 illustrates an ACE-frequency real-time monitoring architecture of the power grid monitoring and management system in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention. For example, input data is provided by Control Areas to NERC over a secure connection using NERCnet 211 during data acquisition and validation 210. The data may have been sent, for example, by one or more (up to all) of 123 Control Areas. The received data is archived (i.e., collected and concentrated) in one or more NERC database servers 216. The data may also be processed using ACE and/or AIE applications. Output results go, for example, via XML, and SOAP technologies to a browser base clients.

[0122] The archived data may also be provided to NERC applications and web server 218. The NERC applications and web server communicate with an early notification e-mail server 222 and/or Reliability Authorities web browser 220 over the Internet. For example, The NERC applications and web server may broadcast ACE-AIE key data to the Reliability Authorities every 60 seconds. The early notification e-mail server 222 may be used to notify abnormal events via e-mail 212. The monitoring and tracking by 22 Reliability Authorities may include graphic and geographic displays using the performance monitoring technology platform of the power grid monitoring and management system of the present invention.

[0123] FIG. 16 is a screen shot 220 that illustrates a multiple view architecture of a display of the power grid monitoring and management system in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention. The screen shot includes a real-time monitoring panel 222 used for graphical monitoring, a tracking panel 224 used for displaying tracking information, and a forecast panel 226 used for
displaying prediction. The screen shot 220 also includes a text data/horizontal scroll panel 228 for viewing/scrolling text data.

[0124] In an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention, the CMS of the power grid monitoring and management system provides to Security Coordinators the tools to monitor each Control Area (CA) within their area of responsibility. Using the CMS, each Control Area will be reporting their ACE and AEE. For example, each of the Control Areas may report in one-minute intervals its ACE, frequency and AEE data through the NERCnet to the NERC Web Server. This data may be matched to the ACE/Frequency validation Matrix, the ACE-CMS database and presented back to each Security Coordinator utilizing the CMS. The compliance monitoring (reliability compliance) may also include CPS monitoring and inadvertent monitoring.

[0125] Therefore, the Security Coordinator will have the ability to view the CA performance using the graphic geographic visualization for Interconnections, Reliability Regions, Reliability Authority, Control Area and RT0s. Within these graphic displays the local hourly ACE may be presented in 2D and/or 3D. The power grid monitoring and management system also allows the user to display the ACE over different periods of time. These periods of time may range from the last scan to a thirty day history. The selection of all the Control Areas to an individual Control Area may be available to the user. In the described exemplary embodiment, there are three basic views for use in viewing these areas. An interactive replay of historical data may also be available. The replay element may, for example, allow for 24 hour, 48 hour, 7 day and 30-day replays.

[0126] The exemplary CMS presents the user with several different graphics. The Cave diagram is one of those graphics that is used as a tool to represent frequency/ACE, frequency/ CPS1 and Epsilon1/calendar. The CPS1 pertains to a limit, which is a constant derived from a targeted frequency bound reviewed and set as necessary by the NERC Performance Subcommittee. Over a year, the average of the clock-minute averages of a Control Area’s ACE divided by \(-10\) is control area frequency bias) times the corresponding clock-minute averages of interconnection’s frequency error must be less than this limit to comply with CPS1. To comply with CPS2, the average ACE for each of the six ten-minute periods for the ten-minute periods ending at 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 minutes past the hour) must be within specific limits, referred to as L10. An Epsilon (\(E_l\)) is a constant derived from the targeted frequency found. It is the targeted root mean square (RMS) of one-minute average frequency error from a schedule based on frequency performance over a given year.

[0127] The Cave diagram 230 in FIG. 17 represents a Frequency/ACE diagram. Time is displayed on the horizontal axis. The upper graph vertical axis 232 displays the ACE. The lower graph vertical axis 234 displays the frequency. These two elements are used to develop the Cave graph. This type of graphic is used as a tool for the review of current data as well as historical data in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention.

[0128] The ACE function allows the user to view data for Epsilon1, ACE, and CPS1. Hence, the user is allowed to view the global, local or tracking data depending on what the user requires can disseminated the data further. The global function may be used to look at one or more of the Epsilon, the local ACE and tracking CPS1.

[0129] Referring back to FIG. 11, the CMS receives data from the Control Areas (Data Collection 162) and compares this received data to the submitted compliance data from each Control Area (Standards & Algorithms 166). The results of these comparisons are then displayed graphically (Visualization 164) on a geographical map (Geography 168). The five tiers of display start with the ISO RTO, Control Areas Reliability Authority, Reliability Regions and Interconnections.

[0130] FIG. 18 is a screen shot 240 of a default display for a Reliability Authority in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention. The boundary tabs that appear at the top left side of screen represent the reliability organizations entry points. The five boundary tabs that are used for the CMS in the described exemplary embodiment are as follows: 1) Interconnections; 2) Reliability/Regions; 3) Reliability Authority (default); 4) Control Area; and 5) ISO RTO.

[0131] The Interconnection Map is divided into the four (4) NERC Interconnections, West, East, Quebec and Texas. The Reliability Region tab allows the user to view the map in a Region format. The Reliability Authority tab allows the user to view the 20 Reliability Authority areas of responsibility. Further, the Control Areas tab will give the user a map of all the NERC Control Areas. In addition, the ISO RTO map displays the thirteen (13) RT0s. In each of these maps, the Interconnections and/or other areas that do not submit data to the CMS are shown in black. In FIG. 18, for example, Texas is shown in black as it is not currently submitting data to the CMS.

[0132] In each of the five boundaries, the current ACE and ACE/L10 data is displayed. The corresponding data is presented in a dynamic window 244 that appears at the bottom center of each map. As shown in FIG. 18, the dynamic window has four tabs: 1) Overview; 2) Worst/Best CA’s; 3) Reliability Authority Data, which changes to the boundary selected; and 4) Control Area (inner circle).

[0133] In the power grid monitoring and management system of the described exemplary embodiment, a 3D map may also be displayed. In addition, the network lines may be generated on the map. Further, the user may also be able to view global Epsilon for the Interconnections. Epsilon is a function of frequency. It is a constant derived yearly from the targeted Interconnection frequency deviation found from the prior year. This constant is used to compare the last hour frequency performance against this constant, and used to assist the Regional Authority on knowing how the Interconnection control has performed. For example, when the constant and measured value equal a number between 0-8 the map may be colored in blue ("good") for that Interconnection. Should the comparison of the Epsilon be greater than 8, but less than 10 then that Interconnection may appear as green ("satisfactory") on the Interconnection map. Similarly, the Interconnection may appear yellow ("warning") between Epsilon of 10-11 and red ("violation") for Epsilon greater than 11.

[0134] The Epsilon for the selected one or more Interconnections for the past 24 hours may be viewed, for example. FIG. 19 is a screen shot 250 of an Interconnect-Epsilon map in a three-panel display in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention. It can be seen in a first panel 251 that the United States is divided into four Interconnections: 1) Western (W) 252; 2) Eastern (E) 253; 3) ERCOT (T or Texas) 254; and 4) Quebec (Q) 255.
The user may select one or more Interconnections for view. In the screen shot 250, the “Daily Interconnection Map—Last 24 Hours Epsilon” 251 occupies the first panel. The “Daily Image Panel” 256 is in the upper right hand corner, and the “Daily Plot Panel” 258 is located in the lower right hand corner of the display. To have any one of the panels viewed as a full screen for better viewing, the desired panel may be right clicked to bring up a pop-up menu. By selecting “Maximize”, the Panel may be shown as a full screen. The power grid monitoring and management system also allows for replaying using a replay function, for example. The replay may be up to 24 hours or more, for example. The replay speed may also be controlled to be slower and/or faster.

FIG. 20 is a screen shot 260 of a local view for a Control Area map in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention. The graphic in the view of FIG. 20 shows the ACE and ACE/L10. The Control Areas’ ACE and/or ACE/L10 may be color coded so that as the Control Area’s “ACE” changes the colors may be represented for the Control Area. For example, the ACE of −200 to −100 may be represented by red, −100 to 0 by yellow, 0 to 100 by green and 100 to 2000 by blue.

Also for the local view, a three-panel display may be displayed for a specific Control Area. The adjacent Control Areas may be defined as two Control Areas that are interconnected: 1) directly to each other; or 2) via a multi-party agreement (e.g., ISO and Power Pool agreements) or transmission tariff. Selecting Adjacent 0 may show only the Control Area, Adjacent 1 may show adjacent Control Areas, and Adjacent 2 may show the upper and lower panels. The selected Control Areas may show all Control Areas. An actual interchange is a metered interchange over a specific interconnection between two physically adjacent Control Areas. An inadvertent interchange is a difference between the Control Area’s net actual interchange and a net scheduled interchange.

For example, FIG. 21 is a screen shot 270 of a current Control Area map for a selected Control Area 272 in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention. The selected Control Area 272 is shown in yellow on the ACE map. The upper right hand corner shows a last hour ACE 274. The display is broken into 10-minute increments. A Cave graph 276 displays frequency and ACE for the last hour. The last hour ACE and the hourly Cave may also be displayed separately in the full screen. Similar to the global view, the local view ACE may be replayed for last 24 hours or more, during which the replay speed may be adjusted to become faster and/or slower.

FIG. 22 is screen shot 280 of a CPS map in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention. The CPS map in the described exemplary embodiment is the same for each of the five boundary tabs. The CPS map may be color coded to visually give the user, for example, a view of the number of items in the ten (10) minute window of CPSI that the ACE did not cross zero for the last hour when compared to the Control Area’s stated CPS1. For example, blue may represent 0 to −100%, green may represent 0 to 100%, yellow may represent 100% to 200%, and red may represent 200% to 1000%.

By selecting the Control Area, and selecting a daily or monthly view, a three-panel view may be obtained for the Control Area and/or adjacent areas. For example, FIG. 23 is a screen shot 290 of a three-panel view in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention. This particular map, for example, was generated using Adjacent 1 feature. From this screen, a replay of last 24 hours or more may be obtained. Further, the replay speed may also be controlled to be faster and/or slower.

FIG. 24 is a screen shot 300 of a data collection tool in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention. The data collection tool may allow the user to view/extract raw data from the NERC database. This tool may be used to view the data that has been collected for the user to analyze. Using the collected data, one or more charts may be generated as shown on a screen shot 310 of FIG. 25, for example.

FIG. 26 illustrates utilization of NERC ACE-frequency monitoring 315 in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention. The power grid monitoring and management system receives an early abnormal notification 320. Then a root cause assessment 322 is performed for Regions and Control Areas with ten (10) worst AECs, for example. Of these Regions and Control Areas, the root cause is pinpointed 324. Further, the Interconnection Control Areas Frequency-AEC and Root Cause Control Area Frequency are analyzed 326, 328.

FIG. 27 illustrates a screen shot 330 of a supplier-Control Area performance for AGC and frequency response application in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention. For example, as can be seen in a first panel 332, real-time monitoring can be performed by zones, resource types and/or by owner. Actions/results may be viewed through horizontal scrolling and/or tabular display 338. Further, a simulation or replay may also be performed/displayed. In the other panels 334 and 336 of the three-panel display, a historical performance tracking and delta forecast for the next six (6) ten minute periods, respectively, are also displayed.

FIG. 28 illustrates a market monitoring system 340 in the power grid monitoring and management system in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention. In the market monitoring system 340, a market monitoring center 342 (in the power grid monitoring and management system) receives systems conditions 344 such as market power, price spikes, demand forecast error, safe regulation bands and/or new control metrics. Also, the market monitoring center 342 receives market metrics such as blue alert, green alert, yellow alert and/or red alert. Then the market monitoring center performs actions 347 such as market performance metrics notification, remedial actions (e.g., re-dispatch), emergency actions and/or suspend rules. Further, the power grid management system monitors system conditions, track market metrics, assess predictive risk management, and the like (348).

FIG. 29 illustrates a screen shot 350 of a market monitoring application (of the power grid monitoring and management system) in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention. For example, the system monitors (352) prices/spikes, imbalance energy, market power indices, and/or demand forecast error. Further, the system is used to take corrective actions (354) such as re-dispatch, price caps, suspend market rules and/or automatic mitigation. In two other panels of the three panel view of FIG. 29, the system also tracks (356) historical performance by generator, control area, market and/or supplier,
and/or the like, and bid sensitivities (358) for generator, portfolio and/or Control Area.

The power grid monitoring and management system in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention performs Security Center monitoring. The Security Center operational hierarchy may include one or more of: 1) Security Monitoring Center using current and future synchronized data; 2) NERC 22 Reliability Coordinators; 3) RTOs/ISOS, Control Areas; 4) transmission only providers; 5) generation suppliers; and 6) load serving entry.

FIG. 30 illustrates a Security Center monitoring system of the power monitoring and management system in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention. A Security Center 362 receives composite security indices 364, which include synchronized data network, supply adequacy metric, voltage/VAR adequacy, congestion management and/or market dysfunction. The Security Center also receives security alerts 366, which include red, orange, yellow, green and/or blue alerts. The Security Center 362 in coordination with a Security Coordinator 367 tracks composite security indices 368, monitors composite security metrics 372, assesses predictive risk management 374, and coordinates with Reliability Coordinators level 370. FIG. 31 illustrates a screen shot 380 of a real-time security monitoring application of the power grid monitoring and management system in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention. The system performs a real-time monitoring of composite security indices (382), and also tracks the composite security indices (388). In addition, the system coordinates with NERC Reliability Coordinators. Further, the system also provides actions, phone numbers and e-mails to facilitate the coordination (386).

FIG. 32 is a block diagram of a NERC reliability functional model 390 in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention. The power grid monitoring and management system in exemplary embodiments according to the present invention facilitates the integration process, focusing first on the applications required by the stakeholders within a dotted line 392. Functions within the dotted line include reliability coordination 393 and compliance enforcement 394, balance authority service acquisition 395, load serving entities procurement 396 and the actual usage of the services by the transmission operators 397.

In an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention, the power grid monitoring and management system will track and predict both the Control Area’s and the supplier’s performance for the above three services (AGC, FRR and A.S.). The power grid monitoring and management system, for example, may be used by the real-time operators, the operating engineering staff and/or management.

The real-time operators may obtain one or more of the following benefits through the present invention: 1) enhanced ability to monitor and track the CAISO Control Area and Suppliers response to AGC, including the ability to segregate into areas, (e.g., Northern and Southern California) and suppliers; 2) identify Control Area and supplier’s actions, their performance and near real-time trends; 3) identify and provide information for possible required changes in next hour’s scheduled A.S. for Regulation; 4) identify and provide information for possible required changes in next day’s scheduled A.S. for Regulation; and 5) one general overview display that show all three functions. More detailed displays may be available for each area.

The operating engineers may reap one or more of the following benefits from the power grid monitoring and management system of the present invention: 1) provides them with unit specific performance information; and 2) they provide them with information that allows them to work with plant owners to improve their response to AGC, FRR and A.S. Regulation. Further, the power grid monitoring and management system of the present invention may provide to the management near real-time operational information that allows them to evaluate the effectiveness of market rules and tariffs.

The power grid monitoring and management system may also provide reliability services to the relationships between operational reliability objectives, services required for reliable operations and the roles and responsibilities for the control and operation authorities. For example, the reliability services may be provided to transmission reliability, supply resources and demand balance, and A.S. markets.

Returning now to FIG. 6, the top half of FIG. 6 shows the architectural overview of the application of the power grid monitoring and management system for monitoring real-time control performance at the reliability coordination level. The applications have been designed, deployed and tested for the NERC Reliability Coordinators. The bottom half of FIG. 6 shows the overview for the Control Area level. The power grid monitoring and management system integrates response to AGC, FRR and A.S. to effectively visualize how the CAISO Control Area and Suppliers are performing for each of the three areas.

A System operator normally has an available range of AGC control, both up and down, displayed on some type of general overview. These values, in today’s systems, are normally mapped into these overviews as provided by successful bidders of Regulation A.S. This AGC range & ability governs many decisions made on real time (i.e., magnitude of Control Area Interchange ability, coverage of manually directing on-line generators for various reasons, etc.). In one exemplary embodiment, the AGC module of the power grid monitoring and management system qualifies the accuracy and performance of that AGC range as it happens and records it. For example, the AGC module may display and track how much a generator on AGC control is signaled to move in MW and presents various displays/documentation on how well (or not) that requirement is/was being met.

The user may have the ability to see generator response to AGC in real-time. Aside from over-all aggregate views, the user can display (select or “turn on”) a segregations of generators into zones (e.g., Northern California and Southern California) and suppliers, which could aid real-time decisions. As an example, monitoring could show all generators in the north meeting 100% response requirements and only 70% in the south, dictating possible manual intervention for an upcoming large ramp that might leave underequated load on constrained paths (e.g., Path 15). Aside from regional segregation ability, the power grid monitoring and management system can also separate displays into types of generators (i.e., 150 MW, 750 MW, Hydro, etc.).

The displays for tracking may show the response performance of suppliers to AGC for the previous hour, day
and week. By utilizing historical response data, the application may predict the response performance of each supplier to AGC for the next 10, 20, 40 and 60 minutes.

In Summary, the AGC module may achieve/produce one or more of the following: 1) a visual representation of the real-time performance of each generator on AGC; 2) various options of displaying aggregate and detailed information on AGC units; 3) provisions for alarm points when established parameters are met; 4) selectable Time Period Displays and Printouts, (Previous Hour, Day, Week) of a generator’s performance. They can be used for monetary penalties in billing and for various analysis efforts; and 5) can be used for near real-time prediction. (10, 20, 40 and 60 minutes). The system overview visualizations to show the above functionalities will be discussed later.

In an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention, the power grid monitoring and management system provides control area and suppliers response performance monitoring, tracking and prediction to FRR. Historically, having NERC Standards in place has provided adequate assurance that the Control Areas and interconnected generators within each Interconnection, as well as load shedding, were able to effectively respond to contingencies and adequately arrest frequency excursions, thereby meeting design expectations. Within the WECC (i.e., Western Interconnection), the normal and expected change in system frequency for the loss of 1,000 MW of generation has been a 0.1 Hz decay. In recent years, however, it is not unusual to experience a 0.1 Hz decay in system frequency with only a 300 or 400 MW loss of generation. So FRR Monitoring, Performance Tracking and Prediction implementation at CAISO is desirable.

The following example illustrates a frequency decay by 0.2 Hz for a loss of about MW. It appears, for whatever reasons, that the overall frequency response of the interconnected system has changed significantly, in a negative way. The exemplar embodiment implements new standards, specifically addressing the issue of frequency response, and establishing the necessary monitoring and tracking system(s) to evaluate the performance of the frequency responsive resources and the Control Area.

A Control Area’s frequency response performance is the result of how good or bad all the Frequency Response resources in the transmission system respond and perform. This application will monitor, track, and project Frequency Response Reserves performance in the CAISO Control Area.

Major functions of the FRR module may include one or more of:

1) Performance—monitor the performance of the CAISO’s Control Area response to frequency excitations, calculate the MW/0.175 Hz deviation and determine if the Control Area is in compliance with the proposed NERC/WECC FRR standards. In addition, the application may monitor the actual performance of each of the frequency responsive resources that are expected to support the Control Area response to frequency excitations and calculate their contribution per MW/0.175 Hz deviation. This module will provide the answer to the question, “Which resources are contributing to the Control Area’s overall compliance with the Frequency Response Reserves (FRR) standards?”;

2) Tracking—time tagging and archiving of actual data associated with monitoring performance and MW/0.175 Hz deviation performance of the Control Area to frequency excitations, as well as the performance of the individual frequency responsive resources. Data may be stored in a time series database and used to present the pattern and behavior of specific resources. Historical data may also be used to feed the prediction module. It can also be an ingredient of any required disturbance control standard (DCS refers to the standard which requires the ACE to return any deviation from the pre-disturbance level within 15 minutes following the start of the disturbance, which is a) any perturbation to the electric system, or b) an unexpected change in ACE that is caused by the sudden loss of generation or interruption of load);

3) Probabilistic prediction—provide the CAISO staff with a prediction of the expected performance of the frequency response resources to the next frequency excursion. A more accurate forecast of the upcoming performance in meeting the FRR standards may allow the CAISO to maintain and improve system reliability and market efficiencies. If the prediction module of the application determines that the anticipated resource configuration is inadequate in meeting the FRR requirement, it can produce a suggested alternative or additional resource requirements; and

4) Visual Analysis—the power grid monitoring and management system visual analysis layer may facilitate the interpretation of the results from each of the major functions. Taking advantage of the visualization technology available in the power grid management system, it may present past, current and near term future information to the CAISO staff on tabular, graphical and/or geographical displays. The application may provide the ability to segregate suppliers into zones, such as Northern & Southern California, and also of the various “types” of generators.

Load shedding on non-critical loads is another FRR resource that the system operator may have to adjust frequency. For this reason, the performance of load shedding (measured as MW/0.175 Hz) as a frequency control resource may also be determined, tracked and predicted.

The suppliers response performance to AGC previously explained, displayed and recorded what each and all Control Area regulating generators were signaled to move and how they performed, relative to that signal. This application may track and record the delta or difference between what the supplier bid in regulation service for the Hour Ahead Market and its actual response.

Ancillary Service of regulation is normally prescheduled for the hour ahead (and day ahead) via the marketplace. A successful bidder of regulation will normally have an up and down magnitude, although one direction only can occur. In conjunction with that MW range, a ramping (rate of change) magnitude is also provided by the supplier, normally in percentage or MW/minute.

The displays for monitoring of this application will show and record how well a generator is providing regulation, follows control signals sent by CAISO’s Energy Management System Computer and will compare it to the parameters (ramp rate) provided by the supplier (Bid, Contract or Plant Information) in the Hour Ahead or Day Ahead Market.

The displays for tracking will show the supplier’s historical response performance to the hourly ancillary services market for the last day and week. This information could be shared with the suppliers that provide this service,
to improve quality, or even be made inclusive of the payment structure when stipulated non-performance occurs.

[0171] The displays for prediction will show the suppliers predictive response performance to hourly ancillary services one, two, three and/or four hours ahead. For example, suppose next hour’s Regulation range is displaying a 500 MW upward quantity, with a 25 MW/Min aggregate ramp rate, provided by the marketplace. Utilizing historical performance data, this application will note what sources are providing this regulation range and "quantify" it for the System operator. It could, for example, note that only x-amount is available over a designated time period or that only 15 MW/Min rate of change is achievable. If that reality is unacceptable, the system operator may have the option of utilizing other hourly or 10 minute sources to mitigate adverse balancing and reliability effects. This will apply to either increasing or decreasing load requirements.

[0172] A System operator will often have a need to appraise what resources have been planned for some near short term future hours. This can be the result of unplanned outages of generators, internal transmission lines, interconnection transmission lines and other events. This application gives a little longer look than the Hour Ahead program in respect to Ancillary Services Regulation.

[0173] Similar to the Hour Ahead function, the monitoring associated with this module is focused on those regulation ancillary services that were attained from the Day Ahead Market only and will display relative comparisons of actual performance vs. market bids in these regulation services.

[0174] Historical performance data for the past day and week will be available in the displays of this module. This data could be used in conjunction with the Hour Ahead Performance by comparing records for various validations or determinations between the two markets. They can also be shared with the suppliers for improved quality of service or included in the payment structure for performance penalties. The power grid management system may also allow the user, using historical performance data, to predict the performance of the day ahead committed resources of ancillary services for regulation by choosing the display option of Day Ahead Market.

[0175] Based on NERC current reliability guides, drafts standards for NERC and WECC Frequency Response Reserves (FRR) and input from the CAISO’s system operators and management, the key functional capabilities for the power grid monitoring and management system for CAISO may include one or more of: 1) performance monitoring of CAISO’s CA and suppliers to AGC; 2) performance monitoring of CAISO’s CA and suppliers to FRR; and 3) performance monitoring for CAISO’s CA and suppliers to Hourly and Day-Ahead Ancillary Service Regulation.

[0176] The Control Area’s frequency response performance is the result of how good or bad all the frequency responsive resources connected to its transmission system perform. The challenge for the Control Area is how to determine the actual performance of each resource vs. expectations.

[0177] Although this application has the ability and will evaluate the Control Area performance to determine compliance with the FRR Standards, the primary focus of the application is to monitor and track the actual performance of the individual frequency responsive resources connected to the grid. As stated above, it is the performance of each and every resource connected to the CAISO’s grid that will determine the Control Area’s overall frequency regulation performance.

[0178] The purpose of the proposed application is to provide sufficient and meaningful information for the CAISO management and staff to: 1) maintain system reliability and ensure compliance with NERC and WECC reliability standards, by monitoring in real time the response performance of CAISO’s CA and suppliers to the AGC, FRR and A.S.; and 2) improve the efficiency of the A.S. market. The Table 1 below, for example, shows functionalities in an exemplary embodiment according to the present application.

| TABLE 1 |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Overview of Functionalities | Service | CA&Suppliers | CA&Suppliers |
| Function | Response to AGC | Response to FRR | Response to A.S. |
| Monitoring | Scheduled vs actual response expected to last one-minute interval performance in frequency excursions | Last Bid vs actual response Performance Index |
| Tracking | Previous hour, day and week scheduled vs actual response historical performance to frequency excursions | Last day supplier response to A.S. markets |
| Historical Performance Index | Historical Performance Index index | Historical Performance Index index |
| Predictions and Probability bands | 10 Minutes 20 Minutes 40 Minutes 1 hour ahead Probability bands | Next frequency twenty and sixty seconds response Probability bands Bad data identification and replacement |
| Bad data identification and replacement | 1, 2, 3 and 4 hours ahead for hour market Bad data Probability bands identification and replacement |

[0179] It should be noted that the tracking function may serve as a simulation tool.

[0180] In monitoring the response performance to AGC of CAISO CA and suppliers, the system operator may first look at the display of the one-minute supplier control error for each resource. A pie graph may be presented for each resource that is being monitored. Part of the pie indicates the expected response, other part the actual response and the last part the difference between the actual and the expected response. The pie will be color coded to indicate the performance of the generator response for the last one-minute period. The cylinder height, also color-coded, represents the performance index. The performance indices are defined herein later on.

[0181] For the tracking of the response performance to AGC of CAISO CA and suppliers, the system operator has a chart available with the historical values for the period that he/she specifies. The response prediction may also be offered to the System operator, for the next 10, 20, 40 and/or 60 minutes.
[0182] The system operator may then use these three pieces of information to decide how much to rely on each resource for AGC. For example, suppose actual part of the pie is red and the cylinder height is red. This means that the supplier is performing poorly recently. Analysis of the historical performance (tracking function) provides additional information to decide how reliable the supplier is. If the historical performance is poor, the forecast will also be poor. The system operator will integrate all this information to decide on a course of action for the resources under consideration.

[0183] Similar functionality will be offered for monitoring, tracking, and predicting the response performance of CAISO CA and suppliers to FRR. Instead of one-minute values as in the resource response to AGC, however, the resource response to the historical average to frequency excursions may be displayed. Each supplier may be represented by two color-coded pies and a cylinder. The pie indicates the generator FRR actual response to the last frequency excursion and its expected response. The height of the cylinder may, for example, represent the performance index of the generator.

[0184] The functionality offered for monitoring, tracking, and predicting the response performance to A.S. markets (hourly and daily) may, once again, be similar to the one of the previous two applications. Each supplier is represented by two color-coded pies and a cylinder. The pie represents the most recent response for the day ahead and hour ahead bids and the bids made by the suppliers in the A.S. markets. The cylinder height represents, as before, the performance index.

[0185] FIG. 33 illustrates a geographic-geographic visualization overview 440 of a control area and suppliers performance monitoring and prediction platform for AGC, FRR and regulation A.S. in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention. As shown in FIG. 33, the CAISO System operator will have available displays to monitor for the current time, last 24-hours and last X-minutes (default 10-minutes) both their CA and individual suppliers response performance, forecast and tracking performance of CAISO AGC, Frequency Response Reserves (FRR), and hourly and daily Regulation Ancillary Services markets. In addition, besides having CA and suppliers performances for each service, CAISO System operators will also have available an integrated window that will show continuously the CA and suppliers performance for all four services simultaneously, and replay capability for displays on either of the panels from the 3-panel displays.

[0186] This application of the power grid management system allows the CAISO System operators and management to identify via 3-panel displays the CA and suppliers performance for each service on geographical displays for current time, the last ten minutes on co-plot displays, and for the past 24-hours on image-displays and user selected supplies predictive performance. The bottom of the 3-panel displays will be user selectable, to switch from tabular text window correlated with the data in the 3 panels, to optionally show to System operators in a continuous horizontally scrollable window, the performance indices for AGC, FRR and regulation ancillary services. The indices will replay continuously for a selectable period of time that will include the prediction period.

[0187] FIG. 34 is a screen shot 450 of a panel view for control area and suppliers performance for, AGC, FRR and A.S. in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention. It can be seen in FIG. 34 that there are five tabs at the top-left corner. Each of them presents a 3-panel display with the main panel, showing in a 3D map, the selected suppliers performance for the service selected and the other two panels showing the selected suppliers performance for the other two services. The three tabs at the top-right present the window for username/password, interface for user enterable parameters, and the help displays. The help displays, for example, may be based on Microsoft PowerPoint® presentations.

[0188] The map and the cylinder pie-charts in the main panel display from the 3-panel display in FIG. 34 shows the current response of each supplier, selected from categorical options from an RRB menu, to the service selected from the tab. The other two panels also show the performance of the selected generators for the other two services.

[0189] The center-bottom of the 3-panel displays is user selectable to switch from tabular text window correlated with the data in the 3 panels, to optionally show to System operators continuously in a horizontally scrollable window the performance indices for AGC, FRR and regulation ancillary services. The indices will replay continuously for a selectable period of time that includes the prediction period. The three windows at the left-bottom of the screen contain the date/time for the data being displayed, an option to hold the automatic data refresh, and a yellow window to indicate the current action taken by the user.

[0190] FIG. 35 is a screen shot 460 of a panel view for control area and generator response to AGC in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention. FIG. 35 shows the 3D map and cylindrical pie-charts in the main panel display from the 3-panel display representing the current response of each generator, selected from categorical options from an RRB menu, to AGC, with the cylinder height representing each generator performance index. The color of the CAISO control area may represent the response to AGC of all the suppliers providing the control area, represented by the performance indices previously discussed herein.

[0191] The image on the top-right panel shows the performance tracking of each of the suppliers online, selected from the RRB option, and may be color coded for the last 24-hours. The plot on the bottom-right panel shows the predictive plot. This plot includes a multi-series, time-based, linear chart. One series represents the recorded values of a variable over time and the second represents the predicted value for the same variable over the time period and for X additional predicted values. The plot also includes a vertical reference line indicating the current time, relative to the time period being displayed. Multiple instances of this plot are used in the display, as illustrated, and the user selects the values for display via an options dialog.

[0192] The center-bottom of the 3-panel displays will be user selectable to switch from tabular text window correlated with the data in the 3 panels, to optionally show to system operators continuously in a horizontally scrollable window the performance indices for AGC, FRR and regulation ancillary services. The indices will replay continuously for a selectable period of time and will include the prediction period.

[0193] The three windows at the left-bottom of the screen contain the date/time for the data being displayed, an option
to hold the automatic data refresh, and a yellow-window to indicate the current action taken by the user.

[0194] The two main windows at the right-bottom of the screen contain the navigation buttons that must be implemented as shown, and the reply bottoms that also must be implemented as shown.

[0195] The three tabs at the top-right present the window for username/password, windows for user enterable parameters, and the help displays based on Microsoft® PowerPoint® presentations.

[0196] FIG. 36 is a screen shot 470 for a panel view for control area and generators response to frequency response in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention. FIG. 39 above shows the CAISO geographic map and color coded cylindrical pies placed at the geographic location of each selected generator, with part of the pie representing the generator latest FRR response, the other part its expected FRR value and the last part the difference between actual and expected response. The height of the cylinder represents the FRR performance index for each selected generator. The plot on the top-right panel shows the FRR performance tracking of each of the generators online, selected from the RMB option during the most recent frequency disturbances. The plot on the bottom-right shows the current selected generators FRR performance together with its performance variance for the hour, and the value predicted for the next excurs.ion.

[0198] FIG. 37 is a screen shot 480 for a panel view for control area and generators response to regulation A.S. in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention.

[0199] FIG. 40 shows the CAISO geographic map and two concentric circles located at the geographic location of each selected generator, with the inner most circle representing the generator actual response for both the day-ahead and hour-ahead bids, and the outer most circle representing its Ancillary Service (both day-ahead and hourly-ahead) scheduled values. The height of the cylinder represents the Ancillary Services (day-ahead and hour-ahead) performance indices for each selected generator.

[0200] The image on the top-right panel shows the Supplier Control Performance System (SCPS) for each of the generators selected, color-coded for the last X-Minutes (default 10-minutes). The plot on the bottom-right panel shows the predictive plot. This plot consists of a multi-series, time-based, linear chart. One series represents the recorded values of a variable over time and the second represents the predicted value for the same variable over the time period and for X additional predicted values. The plot also includes a vertical reference-line indicating the current time, relative to the time period being displayed. Multiple instances of this plot are used in the display, as illustrated, and the user selects the values for display via an options dialog.

[0201] FIG. 38 is a screen shot 490 of a common view for performance of AGC, FRR and X-Minutes Ancillary Services Regulation (Default 10-Minutes) in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention. The format of FIG. 38 is equivalent for all three services using the corresponding performance data and indices. The main panel shows the condition plot. It is similar to a scatter plot, created using the variables of one of the three services, the parameters of one of the three services and the names of the selected generators for a configurable, 10 minute time period (at 1 minute sampling frequency).

[0202] The following describes how the chart should be created as shown in FIG. 38 in an exemplary embodiment according to the present invention:

[0203] 1) Run the appropriate database stored procedure.
[0204] 2) Determine from the user interface the value to perform grouping, by performance, parameter or time.
[0205] 3) Determine the unique grouping values.
[0206] 4) Determine the median parameter value for each generator (using the whole dataset) and order the generator list by that value.

[0207] 5) Create a scatter plot for each unique grouping value, with the data value plotted on the X-axis. Each scatter point is color-coded according to a color map defined in a configuration file (Red/Yellow/Green).

[0208] 6) The scatter plots will be arranged on a grid by increasing value, left to right, top to bottom.

[0209] The image on the top-right panel shows the performance index for each generator selected, color-coded for the last X-Minutes (default 10-minutes). The cave-plot at the bottom-right shows at the top the response MW of any generator selected from the image-plot, and at the bottom the scheduled MW for the selected generator.

[0210] It will be appreciated by those of ordinary skill in the art that the invention can be embodied in other specific forms without departing from the spirit or essential character thereof. The present invention is therefore considered in all respects to be illustrative and not restrictive. The scope of the present invention is indicated by the appended claims, and all changes that come within the meaning and range of equivalents thereof are intended to be embraced therein.

What is claimed is:

1. A wide-area real-time performance monitoring computer system for monitoring events on an interconnected electric power grid in real time over a wide area and for analyzing the events on the interconnected electric power grid, the computer system comprising:

one or more monitor computers including an interface for receiving a plurality of data streams, each of the data streams comprising sub-second, time stamped synchronized phasor measurements wherein the measurements in each stream are collected in real time at geographically distinct points over the wide area of the interconnected electric power grid, the wide area comprising at least two elements from the group consisting of control areas, transmission companies, utilities, regional reliability coordinators, and reliability jurisdictions;

one or more interfaces to other power system data sources, the other power system data sources comprising transmission maps, power plant locations, EMS/SCADA systems, and one-line diagrams to map the events to specific locations; and

one or more interfaces to non-grid data sources, wherein the one or more monitor computers are configured to monitor metrics, the metrics comprising reliability metrics, power grid operations metrics, generation metrics and transmission metrics, over the wide area of the interconnected electric power grid, wherein the one or more monitor computers are configured to detect the events in real-time from the plurality of data streams from the wide area and to enable an analysis of what if scenarios,
wherein the one or more monitor computers are configured to execute event detection logic, the event detection logic being configured to detect an event based on at least one element selected from the group consisting of limits, sensitivities, margins, deviations, aggregations, and rates of change for one or more measurements from the data streams and a plurality of dynamic stability metrics derived from the phasor measurements from the data streams across the wide area, the derived dynamic stability metrics including at least one element selected from the group consisting of frequency instability, voltages, power flows, phase angles, damping, and oscillation modes,

wherein the one or more monitor computers are configured to display event analysis results computed from the dynamic stability metrics via a graphical user interface coupled to the one or more monitor computers for concurrently displaying the event analysis results and associated dynamic stability metrics using color codes, tables, charts, plots, or combinations thereof and to alert operators or users when an event is detected through visible alerts, email notifications, or combinations thereof,

wherein the other power system data sources comprise tracking data, historical data, prediction data, and summary data,

wherein the graphical user interface is configured to display visualizations of the measurements from the data streams and the dynamic stability metrics directed to the wide area of the interconnected electric power grid, and to overlay, separately or in combination, at least one measurement and at least one dynamic stability metric on a map showing at least one of transmission, terrain, or other features, and

wherein the one or more monitor computers are configured to receive and accumulate the data from the data streams, the dynamic stability metrics, grid data, non-grid data, and EMS data in real time as to wide area and local area portions of the interconnected electric power grid.

The performance monitoring computer system of claim 1, wherein the one or more monitor computers are further configured to analyze the measurements from the data streams and the dynamic stability metrics and the graphical user interface is configured to display the event analysis results.

The performance monitoring computer system of claim 2, wherein the one or more monitor computers are configured to determine whether an event took place by analyzing whether one or more limits, sensitivities, and rates of change of one or more of the measurements from the data streams and the dynamic stability metrics crosses a threshold or pre-established margin and, when the at least one of the measured metrics crosses the threshold in a local area portion of the wide area or across the wide area of the interconnected electric power grid, to identify at least one of a control area, a transmission company, a utility, a regional reliability coordinator, or a reliability jurisdiction responsible for the local and/or wide portion of the interconnected electric power grid in which the threshold is crossed.

The performance monitoring computer system of claim 1, wherein the one or more monitor computers are coupled to a global computer network for receiving the plurality of data streams from the wide area, the data streams further comprising power system data and third party data streams, and

wherein the performance monitoring computer system is configured to store data associated with the event and to replay the stored data on the graphical user interface for power grid system performance assessment, event diagnostics, root cause analysis of events and situational assessment of dynamic stability of the interconnected electric power grid in real-time.

The performance monitoring computer system of claim 1, wherein the wide area comprises a geographic area comprising one or more cities, counties, states, or countries.

The performance monitoring computer system of claim 1, wherein the one or more monitor computers are configured to enable a user to drill down and to visualize the metrics displayed on the graphical user interface at various geographical resolutions ranging from wide-area to local-area and to map event location by displaying phase measurement units associated with events on a transmission map.

The performance monitoring computer system of claim 1, wherein the one or more monitor computers are configured to activate an alarm when an event is detected in at least one metric of the monitored metrics and/or the derived metrics or combinations thereof.

The performance monitoring computer system of claim 1, wherein the one or more monitor computers are configured to generate a graphical notification when an event is detected.

The computer system of claim 1, wherein the one or more monitor computers are configured to display the event analysis results and associated metrics using any of on-screen messages, floating windows, pop-up windows, or dialog boxes.

The computer system of claim 1 wherein the one or more monitor computers are configured to derive one or more composite indicators of reliability that are indicators of power grid vulnerability or one or more aspects thereof and are derived from a combination of one or more real time measurements or computations of measurements from the data streams and the dynamic stability metrics covering the wide area and show non-power grid data received from the non-grid data source for operators to assess vulnerability.

The computer system of claim 1, wherein the graphical user interface is configured to be displayed in a web browser.

The computer system of claim 11, wherein the web browser is configured to run on a monitor computer of the one or more monitor computers.

The computer system of claim 11 wherein the web browser is configured to run on a client device connected over a network to the one or more monitor computers in a client-server environment.

A wide-area real-time performance monitoring computer system for collecting, storing and analyzing event data associated with a plurality of events on an interconnected electric power grid in real-time over a wide area and analyzing the events on the interconnected electric power grid, the system comprising:

one or more monitor computers comprising an interface for receiving a plurality of data streams, each of data streams comprising sub-second, time stamped synchronized phasor measurements wherein the measurements
in each stream are collected in real time at geographi-
cally distinct points over the wide area of the intercon-
nected electric power grid, the wide area comprising at
least two elements selected from the group consisting
of control areas, transmission companies, utilities,
regional reliability coordinators, and reliability jurisdi-
cctions;
one or more interfaces to other power system data
sources, the other power system data sources comprising
at least one of transmission maps, power plant
locations, or EMS/SCADA systems;
one or more interfaces to non-grid data sources;
a database configured to store the phasor measurements,
event data, and a plurality of derived metrics; and
a display coupled to the one or more monitor computers
and the database for visualizing information relating to
the plurality of the phasor measurements and the
derived metrics related to the real-time dynamic sta-
bility of wide area and local area portions of the
interconnected electric power grid,
wherein the one or more monitor computers are config-
ured to monitor the derived metrics, the derived metrics
comprising reliability metrics, power grid operations
metrics, generation metrics and transmission metrics
over the wide area of the interconnected electric power
grid,
wherein the one or more monitor computers are config-
ured to detect the events in real-time from the plurality
of data streams,
wherein the one or more monitor computers are config-
ured to execute event detection logic, the event detec-
tion logic being configured to detect an event based on
at least one element selected from the group consisting
of limits, sensitivities, margins, deviations, aggregations,
and rates of change for one or more measure-
ments from the data streams and a plurality of dynamic
stability metrics derived from the phasor measurements
from the data streams across the wide area, the derived
dynamic stability metrics including frequency instabil-
ity, voltages, power flows, phase angles, damping, and
oscillation modes,
wherein the metrics associated with the detected event
comprise include time of event, location of event, type
of event, magnitude of event, root cause of event and
one or more key event related metrics, the key event
related metrics comprising frequency, delta frequency,
voltage drop, reactive reserve margin, power transfer
angle, voltage/vo1-ampere reactive (VAR), frequency
response, sensitivities and/or combinations thereof.
15. The wide-area real-time performance monitoring
computer system of claim 14, wherein the database is further
configured to store the dynamic stability metrics associated
with the detected event and to allow a user to query the
database for event data by type, location, time, and history
of metrics.
16. The wide-area real-time performance monitoring
computer system of claim 14, wherein the database is further
configured to store the phasor measurements, a plurality of
detected events, and the plurality of derived metrics in real
time.
17. The computer system of claim 14, wherein the display
comprises a web browser.
18. The computer system of claim 17, wherein the web
browser is configured to run on a monitor computer of the
one or more monitor computers.
19. The computer system of claim 17, wherein the web
browser is configured to run on a client connected over a
network to the one or more monitor computers in a client-
server environment.
20. A method of detecting events on an interconnected
electric power grid in real time over a wide area and
automatically analyzing the events on the interconnected
electric power grid, the method comprising:
receiving a plurality of data streams, each of the data
streams comprising sub-second, time stamped synchro-
nized phasor measurements wherein the measurements
in each data stream are collected in real time at geogra-
phically distinct points over the wide area of the
interconnected electric power grid, the wide area com-
prising at least two elements selected from the group
consisting of control areas, transmission companies,
utilities, regional reliability coordinators, and reliability
jurisdictions;
receiving data from other power system data sources, the
other power system data sources comprising at least
one of transmission maps, power plant locations, or
EMS/SCADA systems;
receiving data from one or more non-grid data sources;
detecting and analyzing events in real-time from the
plurality of data streams from the wide area based on at
least one element selected from the group consisting of
limits, sensitivities, margins, deviations, aggregations,
and rates of change for one or more measurements from
the data streams and dynamic stability metrics derived
from analyzing the measurements from the data
streams, the measurements comprising frequency insta-
bility, voltages, power flows, phase angles, damping,
and oscillation modes, the measurements being derived
from the phasor measurements and the other power
system data sources in which the dynamic stability
metrics are indicative of events, grid stress, or grid
instability, over the wide area;
displaying the event analysis results and associated ones
of the metrics from different categories of data and the
derived metrics in tables, charts, or combinations thereof,
the data comprising at least one of monitoring
data, tracking data, historical data, prediction data, or
summary data; and
displaying the measurements from the data streams and
the dynamic stability metrics directed to the wide area
of the interconnected electric power grid; and
accumulating the measurements from the data streams
and the dynamic stability metrics, grid data, non-grid
data, and EMS data in real time as to wide area and
local area portions of the interconnected electric power
grid.
21. The method of claim 20, further comprising:
analyzing the measurements from the data streams and
the dynamic stability metrics; and
displaying the results of analyzing the measurements from
the data streams and the dynamic stability metrics.
22. The method of claim 21, further comprising:
determining whether an event took place by analyzing
whether one or more limits, sensitivities, and rates of
change of one or more of the measurements from the data streams and the dynamic stability metrics crosses a threshold; and
when the at least one of the measurements from the data streams and the dynamic stability metrics crosses the threshold in a local area portion of the wide area or across the wide area of the interconnected electric power grid, identifying at least one of a control area, a transmission company, a utility, a regional reliability coordinator, or a reliability jurisdiction responsible for the local and/or wide portion of the interconnected electric power grid in which the threshold is crossed.

23. The method of claim 20, further comprising:
receiving data from the wide area over a global computer network and
storing and replaying event data for power grid system performance assessment, event diagnostics, root cause analysis of events and situational assessment of dynamic stability of the interconnected electric power grid in real time.

24. The method of claim 20, wherein the wide area comprises a geographic area comprising one or more cities, counties, states, or countries.

25. The method of claim 20, further comprising enabling a user to drill down and visualize the metrics displayed on a graphical user interface at various geographical resolutions ranging from wide-area to local-area.

26. The method of claim 20, further comprising activating an alarm when an event is detected in at least one metric of the measurements from the data streams and the dynamic stability metrics or combinations thereof utilizing a composite event logic technique.

27. The method of claim 20, further comprising generating a graphical notification when an event is detected.

28. The method of claim 20, further comprising storing phasor measurements and a plurality of derived metrics in a database.

29. The method of claim 28, further comprising storing in the database the dynamic stability metrics associated with a detected event and allowing a user to query the database for event data by type, location, and history of metrics.

30. The method of claim 28, further comprising storing in the database the phasor measurements, a plurality of detected events, and the plurality of derived metrics in real time.

31. The method of claim 20, further comprising deriving a composite indicator of reliability that is an indicator of at least one aspect of power grid vulnerability and is derived from a combination of one or more real time measurements or computations of measurements from the data streams, the dynamic stability metrics covering the wide area, and non-power grid data received from the non-grid data source.

32. The method of claim 20, wherein the displaying the event analysis results and associated ones of the metrics from different categories of data and the derived metrics in tables, charts, or combinations thereof comprises displaying the tables, charts, or combinations thereof in a web browser.

33. A computer system configured to monitor and analyze events on an interconnected electric power grid in real-time over a wide area, the computer system comprising:

- one or more monitor computers comprising an interface for receiving a plurality of data streams, the data streams comprising sub-second, time stamped, synchronized phasor measurements, the phasor measurements being collected in real-time at geographically distinct locations over the wide area of the electric power grid, the geographically distinct locations comprising at least two elements from the group consisting of control areas, transmission companies, utilities, regional reliability coordinators, and reliability jurisdictions; one or more interfaces to other power system data sources, the other power system data sources comprising transmission maps, power plant locations, EMS/SCADA systems, and one-line diagrams; and

- one or more interfaces to non-grid data sources, wherein the one or more monitor computers are configured to execute event detection logic, the event detection logic being configured to:

derive a plurality of dynamic stability metrics from the phasor measurements and the other power system data sources, the dynamic stability metrics comprising at least one element from the group consisting of frequency instability, voltages, power flows, phase angles, damping, and oscillation modes; and
detect an event by computing an element selected from the group consisting of sensitivities, margins, deviations, aggregations, and rates of change of a dynamic stability metric of the dynamic stability metrics and comparing the computed element against a corresponding threshold value.

34. The computer system of claim 33, wherein the one or more monitor computers are configured to display the detected event via a graphical user interface coupled to the one or more monitor computers using color codes.

35. The computer system of claim 34, wherein the one or more computer systems are configured to store the phasor measurements associated with the detected event and to replay the stored phasor measurements on the graphical user interface.

36. The system of claim 34, wherein the one or more monitor computers are further configured to enable a user to drill down and to visualize the metrics on the graphical user interface at a plurality of geographical resolutions, the geographical resolutions comprising wide area and local area resolutions.

37. The computer system of claim 33, wherein the one or more other power system data sources further comprise tracking data, historical data, prediction data, and summary data.

38. The computer system of claim 33, wherein the event detection logic is further configured to detect the event by determining when the element selected from the group consisting sensitivities, margins, deviations, aggregations, and rates of change crosses the corresponding threshold value and to identify at least one of a control area, a transmission company, a utility, a regional reliability coordinator, or a reliability jurisdiction responsible for a portion of the interconnected electric power grid in which the corresponding threshold is crossed,

wherein the portion of the interconnected electric power grid is a local area portion of the interconnected electric power grid or the wide area of the interconnected electric power grid.

39. The system of claim 33, wherein the wide area comprises a geographical area comprising one or more cities, counties, states, or countries.
40. The system of claim 39, wherein the one or more monitor computers are further configured to display a location of the detected event and a phase measurement associated with the detected event on a transmission map.

41. The system of claim 33, wherein the one or more monitor computers are further configured to derive one or more composite indicators of reliability from one or more of the phasor measurements and the dynamic stability metrics.

42. A method of detecting and analyzing events on an interconnected electric power grid in real-time over a wide area, the method comprising:

- receiving a plurality of data streams, the data streams comprising sub-second, time stamped, synchronous phasor measurements, the phasor measurements being collected in real-time at geographically distinct locations over the wide area of the electric power grid, the geographically distinct locations comprising at least two elements from the group consisting of control areas, transmission companies, utilities, regional reliability coordinators, and reliability jurisdictions;

- receiving data from one or more other power system data sources, the other power system data sources comprising transmission maps, power plant locations, EMS/SCADA systems, and one-line diagrams;

- deriving a plurality of dynamic stability metrics from the phasor measurements and the other power system data sources, the dynamic stability metrics comprising at least one element from the group consisting of frequency instability, voltages, power flows, phase angles, damping, and oscillation modes; and

- detecting an event by comparing a dynamic stability metric of the dynamic stability metrics against an element selected from the group consisting of limits, sensitivities, margins, deviations, aggregations, and rates of change.

43. The method of claim 42, further comprising displaying the detected event via a graphical user interface using color codes.

44. The method of claim 43, further comprising storing the phasor measurements associated with the detected event and to replay the stored phasor measurements on the graphical user interface.

45. The method of claim 43, further comprising displaying the data on the graphical user interface at a plurality of geographical resolutions, the geographical resolutions comprising wide area and local area resolutions.

46. The method of claim 42, wherein the one or more other power system data sources comprise tracking data, historical data, prediction data, and summary data.

47. The method of claim 42, further comprising detecting the event by determining when the element selected from the group comprising sensitivities, margins, deviations, aggregations, and rates of change crosses the corresponding threshold value and to identify at least one of a control area, a transmission company, a utility, a regional reliability coordinator, or a reliability jurisdiction responsible for a portion of the interconnected electric power grid in which the corresponding threshold is crossed,

wherein the portion of the interconnected power grid is a local area portion of the interconnected power grid or the wide area of the interconnected power grid.

48. The method of claim 42, wherein the wide area comprises a geographical area comprising one or more cities, counties, states, or countries.

49. The method of claim 48, further comprising displaying a location of the detected event and a phase measurement associated with the detected event on a transmission map.

50. The method of claim 42, further comprising deriving one or more composite indicators of reliability from one or more of the phasor measurements and the dynamic stability metrics.